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Copies of porno
films destroyed
BY RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer

University planners will soon fill in the old bomb testing sight between Allyn and Millett with a student
service building. | Paul Gardiner photo]

Construction behind schedule
BY DAVE YETTER
Guardian staff writer
Construction of a new student
services wing to be added to
Allyn hall has been delayed
because of an early schedule date
and a slow start in the architectural phase of the new project.
Dr Robert T Conlcy. vice-president and director of planning and
development, said that because
of an ambitious schedule, a
tenative date for the start of the
wing has been pushed back.
"There arc usually problems
of some kind when plans are
introduced." Conlcy stated, "so
they tend to push the starting
dates forward." He said this
would allow for any errors and
still get the job completed reasonably soon.
"Actually, we're roughly 16 to
20 weeks behind schedule." ConIcvsaidj

Robert D Marlow, director of
Campus Planning and Construction. said plans for opening bids
for the construction contracts
should come within the next four
weeks.
"When we open bids, there
will be another 24-day delay
before we can award the contract. which means we have an
absolute 52 days (before construction can begin)." Marlow
said, "which will put the starting
date somewhere in early January."
Marlow commented it would
take from six to eight months to
complete the new building.
There are three additional
building proposals which will
coincide with the new student
service wing, and be presented
as one total package.
Conley remarked that along
with the new offices, there are

for a "new motor pool
i water treatment
plant, and a building for hazardous storage." all to be built by
the K-lot parking area.
"We also hope to be able to
obtain 10.000 square feet of
additional land to be used for a
Physical Plant shop." Conlcy
continued.

Videotape copies of commercial porno films, owned by an
unidentified person in the media
services department and shown
in a Wright State classroom,
were destroyed because they
were "probably illegal copies."
said Dr Clair Tettemer. director
of telecommunications for the
University library.
"There wre about four or five
of these tapes." Tettemer stated.
"(They were) done away with
about a year or a year and a half
ago."
Tettemer added that he had
them disposed of "not because of
their pornographic content, but
more cause they were probably
illegal copies."
"Thev had been given to a
(media services) staff member"
but were never distributed in any
way." Tettemer continued. "1
•jon't even know where they
came from."
The tapes, two of which were
identified b" one source as Deep
Throat and The Devil and Miss
Jones, were used by Dr Ira Fritz,
associate professor of biological
chemistry, for a class.
Tettemer said the use of these
tapes was a personal deal between the owner and Fritz, and
not a media services transaction.
"I didn't even know the > jpe was

here til after it was used in
class." Tettemer noted.
When students started coming
to the media services department
and asking if they could borrow
the videotapes. Tettemer felt the
copies should be erased.
"1 had one student ask if we
could make a copy if he brought
a (porno film) print to us. I said
yes. if he would bring us written
permission. I haven't heard from
him since."
Tettemer said FriU had come
back to him after the videotapes
had been erased and "took the
attitude of 'where do you get off
erasing University property!' But
they were never University property."
"He (Fritz) has called back
since." Tettemer added, "asking
if we'd 'found' the tapes yet. I
think he has the idea that we still
have them, locked up somewhere."
Tettemer commented that he
regarded the tapes as "troublesome things to have around."
The films could be rented
"through the usual channels, if
you can get through rhe alligators."
The individual who owned the
videotapes is "no longer with the
university." Tettemer added.
Their leaving had nothing to do
with their ownership or use of
the tapes.

SttBiiie:
Debates on public utilities Issues 4 through 7 were held last
Wednesday in Millett hall, page 2.
A Wright State University security officer WJS arrested for public
intoxication, terminated from his position, and recently rehired,
page 3

Editor Thomas Beyerleln writes on the perils of Halloween.page 4.

90-minute market conceit schedule, page S.
Stanley Clarke "School Days" review. pag<: 9

Tom Shelton spins a few platters at the new WWSV air studio. [Robert Marcum photo|
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Schwartz, Spyer debate merits of Issues 4—7
BY DAVE YE1TER
Guardian Staff Writer

A 40-minute time restriction
wis the only flaw in an otherwise
stimulating debate between Nathan Schwartz, representative for
the Ohioan for Utility Reform,
and Donald Spyer, representative
for the Dayton Power and Light,
Co.
In his opening
remark.
Schwartz said, "We have seen
the nation go from an abundance
of energy and consumption to
one of waste, producing an energy crises."
Schwartz said before the oil

rmharm
rh« utiiihr
ivM*ini<><;«
embargo, the
utility companies
used two methods for making
money; promotional advertising
and the promotional rate structure. "With the promotional rate
structure," he noted, "the more
you use, the less you pay."
"When it became apparent
there wai an energy crisis, the
utility companies urged the consumer to conserve by shutting off
lights and turning down their
thermostats," Schwartz stated,
"but they continued to determine
the amount of cost by the promotional rate structure. Thus,
they were supporting the continued use of electricity."

W H E N ' S T H E LAST T I M E
SOMEONE PAID Y O U $17,500
FOR A PART TIME J O B ?
JIM ZEHNER'S Republican opponent in the
63rd District's State Representative Race
has stated about the job, "If they want it
to be a full time job, they will, have to
raise the salary."
(Dayton Journal-Heral'd. Oct. lb,1976)
The job of State Representative pays
$17,500 a year.
JSM ZEHNER thinks that $17,500 is a
fTJLL-TIME salary and will b e a FULLTIME LEGISLATOR . .
:
Many people in the 63rd District work
hard. . .full time. . .for a lot less than
$17,500. Vote for a FULL-TIME
LEGISLATOR and get your money's
worth. That's Common Sense.
FOR COOPERATION AND
COMMON SENSE

FOR
'STATE REP"

ZEHNER
CITIZENS FOR ZEHNER

Kit used
11 a A just
mcf for
fnr testing,
tpctino and
and
SDver contended
contende that this "i s
Spyer
Issue 4A '"provides an M«I
real i(ix«n.
incen- be
an easy way to gei an issue
tive to conserve and provides for another billion to build : new
placed on the ballot without
lower utility rates." Schwartz one."
regard to its significance, and the
Schwartz said, "There should
said. "It would also provide a
cost
,'all to the taxpayer."
break for the elderly with fixed be no reason ihe legislature
"What we have now," said
incomes and low income famil- would determine it necessary to
test the safety system so fully Schwartz, "is a system that
ies."
requires two petitions. One that
Spyer said utility companies that it would require the destruccalls for 100,000 signatures and a
would not lose revenue with the tion of an entire plant."
supplemental petition "-Ailing for
Schwartz contends they are not
passage of issue 4. because "it
another 75,000. What we're calwill be made up from the large trying to ban nuclea." plants in
ling for is that the requirement
users, such as farmers and Ohio, but only provide adequate
be only 150,000 signatures for
schools, and that means you'll insurance coverage, which is not
one
petition."
available
now
from
either
their
pay for it in higher prices."
Sch warts said the only reason
Schwartz noted that under is- employer or the government
for the supplemental petition "is
"We don't think it's unreasonsue 5 there would be a voluntarily-funded residential utility able for the utility companies to' to present one more obstacle for
the
voter."
consumer action group 'RUCAG) take an interest in their own
Spyer replied. "These four
and an elected board of trustees people," be added.
"who would use the money to
Issue 7 would allow an issue to issues have one thing in comhire a staff of researchers and appear on the ballot with a fixed mon. They are going to cast you
more money."
lawyers to represent the con- amount of signatures placed on a
sumer:."
PcftK>P.
He tdded that RUCAG will be
funded by a charge to consumers
of 50 cents a month, or $6 a year,
and "if it's not doing it's job, it
will die.-"
Spyer said RUCAG is just a
duplicate of the already existing
People's Council and noted.
"They arc responsible to the
legislature, whereas the board of
trustees (for RUCAG) will answer
to no one." he stated.
Issue 6 is designed to assure
power plants are safe and economical by requiring legislative
evaluation and sufficient-.insurance coverage
"Spyer commented that if issu<
6 passes it wouULte impossible,
for utility cop panics• lo; bailci "
nuclear power*-plaMi- "M-iiljiicj
.because of the money. it would "
take to conduct ».
scale
testing program.
"We would have'-tp kno*v <ine
safety system after another." he
by kathleen charnock
said, "until all systems had been
tested." it would take one billion
Some people will go to great lengths to prove that they are truly
dollars to make a power plant to
spaced out . They might paint their bodies green, insert a jewel
in their navel and walk around in goose-bump weather dressed
only in an orange bikini and Rowing scarves.
Others express their extra-terrestrial fantasies by evenly
dividing themselves, longitudinally in nositively biack and
absolutely white coloration.
A delegation of "Trekkies" invaded Wright State Fridav
afternoon to publicize the formation of a new club on campus.
™,e * * r T r e k d u b i s ° P e n 1 0 a " students: whether they be
KLINGONS. ROMULONS, ax murderers or "just plain folks".
In fact, anyone with even a casual interest in science fiction is
cordially invited lo take part in their weekly meetings.
According to Beth (Big Bird of the Galaxy) Bowles, the purpose
of their organization is to provide a meeting place for those
individuals who arc afflicted with the disease commonly referred to
as Trekki-ism".
For more information, interested "Trekkies" can contact the
officers through the Dean of Students office (Captain Dana
RECORDER
bachman or First Officer Patty McDaniel).
- C t u m t o W w i ' -TMUMMOOOI
* Mk m
I t a Oho »»1*S
Meetings are on Fridays, but if you can't find them just step into
the nearest 'importer room" and tell Scottv to beam you up.

Join the Ford Bandwagon!
Many political experts say that President Ford's calm,
sure, common sense leadership is just what this country
needs. They say that in his two short years as President,
he has done a remarkable job under difficult circumstances.
On November 2nd, it's what you think that counts.
And when you make your selectionfcetweenPresident
Ford and candidate Carter, you have s clear cut choice.
You can vote for more promises.
Or you can vote for ;i;ore performance.
President Ford
More than just a promise!!

Trekkies invade WSU

^irst National Bank
FAIR BORN- OHIO
A Full Service Bank
* \
' '
Main C K r f «
1 W Main Street " 1 -

878-8681

' "• 5 : P o i n t Branch
-10 W.Day ton-Yellow
_
Springy Rd

,

.'

878-7241'
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WWSU searching for additional funding sources
BY TESS StHROERLUKE
Guardian Staff Writer
Now that WWSU has used its
allotted funding from Budget
board, it is looking for additional
funding sources.
Don Smear, production manager of WWSU said. "The
money ! .is been used," but they
have "wasted no money of frills,
pizzazz or polish" for the station.
Smear mentioned that WWSU
has "appreciated the funding
we've received so far, but we're
on an increasing budget" and
explained that besides WWSU.
Budget board has o*>er University groups to which funds need
to be allocated.
"If the school didn't want a
radio station, we wouldn't have
gotten this far. They realized it
would cost money. But no one is
holding os back or hindering us
(from putting) the station on the
air. We have to justify the money
before we get it." he noted.
He stated they are looking into
various Dayton businesses. Student Caucus and Budget board,
and are also "exploring every
possible route, either directly or
through University channels, for
donations or materials for any
source. We're .lot necessarily
concerned where or giving credit
or blame for those who don't."
Concerning
the
funding.
Smear said, "Budget board has
been generous, but with the
scope and magnitude of our
undertaking, we just need more
money. That does not infer that
Budget board should give us
more money. But we'll take all
the help we can get (from other

Officer fired,
reinstated

sources).
"The more sevices we provide
and the more of an image we
project, the more beneficial
WWSU will be," Smear commented. and then perhaps they
will get ,t "bigger allotment."
WWSU is now awaiting an
FCC (Federal Communication
Commission) construction permit. "Tlie lack of a firm date
from FCC (for permit for construction to install a transmitter
and set up an antenna) makes it
impossible to know when we will
come on the air." remarked
Smear.
He continued, "it could be as
early as December, or as late as
January" but does anticipate the
possibility of broadcasting dosed
circuit on campus before the
transmitter is actually installed.
"The FCC has not t r c n lax.
What we're experiencing is normal." he noted.
According to Smear, after the

station goes on the air. it will
prove beneficial in more ways
than one. He stated the station
will give "serious students"
from
the
Communication
department a chance to "gain
practical knowledge and experience for credit as well ns the
experience."
"Secondly," Smear continued,
"we feel we can further the
image of WSU, promote community interest in WSU and we
can communicate better with the
surrounding a.
by generating
more interest, involvement and
t-o-operation with the school,
students and community.''
Speaking of the programming
Stnc*( said. The Marketing dub
is running a survey, asking
question concerning the preferences for types of music, hows of
listening, what the students like
to hear."
"We've got k tentative format,
which indudes progressive rock,

tasteful top 40, jazz, middle-ofthe-road mellow music, southern
country, classical as well as rock,
and vintage programs and national Lampoon hour, hosted by
the cast cf Saturday Sight Live,"
Smear explained.
WWSU will be modifying the
format when the survey results
are received. In summary of the
format, he said, "There'll be a
fairly broad spedrum of music
with heavy leanings to the types
of music preferred as a result of
the survey."
Jo Ervin, associate Dean of
Students and advisor for WWSU
commented. "WWSU has been
funded (by Budget board) for
over five years now. Their most
recent allocation was somewhere
U the ballpark of $4,000." In
1972. S500 in funds was allocated

university
food

services

FOR WEEK OF NOVEMBER 1
Rathskrllar (11:00-4:00)
Tuesday:
Two-Cheese Sandwli-hes
Greater Tater
Includes 50 centa beverage
SI.SO

BY GAIL CALES
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright Stale's Office of Security and Parking services was the
scene of unrevealed personnel
action recently.
Robert Blair, assistant director
of personnel for classified services. disclosed to the Guardian
the rircumstances behind the
August 27 firing and October 20
reinstatement of security officer
James Howard.
According to Blair. Howard
was relieved of his position as a
security officer on August 27 due
to circumstances resulting from
his arrest on August 10 by the
Dayton Police Department for
public intoxication.
Blair stated that upon receipt
of the information the Security
department contaded the Clerk
of Courts for the status of the
arrest.
After discovering tliat Howard
had posted bond and forfeited it
by not appearing at his hearing,
Blair said, Richard Grewe, director of security and parking services. submitted a request for
Howard's removal.
A preliminary investigation was
begun by the Personnel office.
Blair explained, in order to establish whether the removal was
(continued on page 9)

to the station.
"I feel they're really ready to
go (on the air). They are fine
people and authority is delegated
very well," she added.
Smear noted that Jim Stitt,
chief engineer of WWSU had
devoted a great deal of time and
«dvice. such -s how to get the
besv quality for the least amount
of Money. "We're not slighting
what the people before us did,
tiecause we wouldn't have gotten
this far, if they hadn't laid the
groundwork." explained Smear.
He said all personnel presently
working for WWSU is wii2>out
pay. "We do not have a funding
for salaries." Smear noted, "and
wold like very much to see a
budget in the future for key staff
perzoanel who devote a great
deal of time to this station."

Allyn Hall (10:30-1:30)
Wednesday:
Hoagle
Small Beverage
Chip*
SI.10

Crock Pot (10:30-1:30)
Thursdat:

Fish & Chips
$.75

University Center (AU Day)
Friday:
Cheeseburger
Frc—h Fries
Large Soda
SI. 40

(Dptnion
Fairborn full time

When is a full-tine job not a full-time
job? When you are Glon McClernon, Mayor of
Fairborn. McC lemon, who is currently campaigning against Democrat James Zehner for
the position of State Representative from the
63rd District in Greene County acknowledged
last Thursday night in a meeting hosted by
the Yellow Springs League of Women Voters
that he ha? in some cases not fully represented the people ot Fairborn. The case in
point is McClernon's attendance of only four
out of 38 meetings of the Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission for which he was
responsible.MMcClerfton denied that this was
a poor record of representation, defending
his right to be selective in which meetings
he should or should not attend.
He also retorted that his attendance at
any meeting on behalf of his constituency was
a personal matter stating, "My record is nobody's business but my own."
Politicians like McClernon are not necessarily dangerous, but they are a less than
useful d . in of the taxpayer's money. We need
representation and honesty from our leaders,
and an openness that allows the voters to
hold our officials accountable when their
efforts are less than energetic. McClernon
is, in fact, on record as stating that the
job of State Representative does not pay
enough (17,500 dollars) to warrant making
a full time of it.
His opponent, James Zehner, has pledged
to make the position a full-time responsibility.
There are additional reasons that Zehner
is the better choice. He has always supported
consumer protection bills which Governor
Rhodes has vetoed on several occasions. For
example, Rhodes vetoed a bill that would require pricing of supermarket goods to continue after the automatic pricing codes are in
full swing. As it stands now shoppers may
have little idea how much their groceries are
going to cost until the cashier asks for the
cash.
Zehner also supports measures to foster
mass public transportation, a program that
would surely help the commuter population of
Wright State. And speaking of school, Zehner
supports full funding of equal yield formula to equalize the differences between school
boards and corresponding tax bases.
Zehner would also oppose Rhodes' across
the board appropriation cuts that have taken
millions of dollars from education for Ohio
residents to be used to support a Medicaid
program that has one of the highest rates of
health care official fraud in the country.
Zehner also has a reasonable sense of
justice. While his opponent do*.s not agree
with a bill recently passed to expunge the
criminal records of those who have maintained a clean record for 20 years. Zehner
believes that such a length of time is suitable demonstration of rehabilitation and
good faith to allow such citizens a sacond
chance.
The GUARDIAN endorses James Zehner as t
the candidate-of-choice for 63rd District St
State Representative.

Hike fighters meet
ye strongly
ested in their
organizational
gainst Tuition
November 3, at

urge all students interpocketbooks to attend an
meeting of Students AHikes to be held Wednesday,
3 PM in 109 Oelman Hall.
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Reyertsin't bylines

Little shavers'big night
An eight yetr old chila from
Evcrytown. Ohio. ci«d from head
to foot in a colorful Superman
suit fro IT. McCrory's, sprints
home from a neighbor's doorstep. crying and screaming. His
gums, lips and tongue are deeply
slashed by a razorblade protruding from the apple he was
eating, and ate alive with pain.
Every Octobcr, dozens of
children ,the blessed tew who are
still granted the invaluable gift of
innocence) are injured, maimed,
and even killed mercilessly by
the increasingly deadly observance I'.nown as Begpar's Nignt,
or R'Hoween.
Despite precautions against
endangering of human life during Halloween season, the number of assaults on youngsters
keeps increasing, year afte* year.
All across the country, sick
minds unite on the same evening
in a plan to inflict gruesome

LASt ffAR J
__
GOT J U>P tfjSSgl
FUDotes,

by T h o m a s B e y e r i e i n
torture on helpless tykes.
Originally a religious holiday,
this night of goblins and gremlins may soon be best characterized by a mental picture of one of
these "little shavers" with a
razorblade apple hanging from
his beardless mtw.
So what can a parent do to
prevent his little kid from becoming a little cadaver? One solution
would be to dump the minor
league monster in the dirty
clothes
hamper.
suggesting
"Let's play 'Corpse in the Coffin'. like Dr*cula."
One can visualize the junior
vampire, buried in a crypt, of
soiled
laundry,
exclaiming,
"Yecccch! Smelly s w j t socks,"
or "Blah! Do-do in the diapers!"
Failing at this, the concerned
parent always has the option of
feeding his young-un some

7 fvf-op.
hi'PLUS AMP A BiACK
*

"special treats"; chocolate Exlax. That would certainly keep
the "little shit" busy!
A third suggestion might be.
for the sophisticated babe, placing a Hefty trash bag over his
head, marking it with the words
"For tlw prevention of disease
only," and sending him off as «
prophylactic.
Lastly, parents who really care
can spend the early evening
hours "psyching up" the child
for the approaching festivities by
telling him ghosi stories so terrifying as to launch the flesh of
their flesh into the final stiges of
cardiac atrest.
Parents dissatisfied with these
choices have one final option;
dress the kid up. tell him not to
eat anything until he returns
inspect all edibles before consumption. and cross their fingers.

,V LOOKS LiKE
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Prohibition futile in 20th century
To the editor:
Joyce Koehler wrote a very
interesting letter Octobcr 28.
made all the more so when
juxtaposed with Mr Decker's
commen'ary. In regards to a few
of her specific statements:
I In an institutir.n where
"unformed, impressinabk minds
. . .(are) . . . trying to come to
terms with their own sexuality"
the last thing they/we need to
have rammed down our throats
(so to speak) is the moralist
rhetoric that any sexual activity
other than the old in-and-out,
missionary style, is perverse,
lewd, disgusting, and depraved;
and even that is a duty, not a
pleasure. This kind of upbringing
seldom produces healthy, functional adults.
J In this tame institution,
students "devoted to learning"
are being told that restrictions
should be placed on what they
leant.

Webster's Dictionary defines
learning as "knowledge or skill
acquired by instruction or study;
the modification of a behavioral
tender..-y by experience". Admittedly in this ease it is a rather
specialized kind of instruction
which does require a certain
amount of cxpcrience. but my
point is that the students affected
by a decision not to show the film
will not learn by study or experience. but will be prevented from
doing so by mandate. Under
almost any but the most totalitarian regime this is not education,
higher or lower.

3 It seems to me that those
mentally unstable people (if any),
who may "suffer adverse piychologici! trauma" would be those
""ho were raised in pre-nsely the
kind of respressive atmosphere
she advocates; people who were
never allowed to freely esperiment and understand their own
sexuality. U would seem that
what it needed to help these

people is the removal of these
restraints, and not further application of them.
In this marvelous 20th century
world we live :n. we find ourselves constantly bombarded
with sexual references; through
television, magazines, books,
films, ant! conversations with
others. In a situation such as
this, attempted repression is
ultimately futile (remember Pro
hibition?). Considering this allpervasive aspect of sex in our
society, it is a shame that so
many people are brought up to
regard it with disgust when it
really would be much easier on
everybody if we all relaxed and
enjoyed it. As the publisher of
Blueboy magazine said on the
Tomorrow show last night. "Th c
only safe generalization about
sex that I have found is this: tte
people who rant and rave about
the sexual behavior of others are
almost always those who
the roost unsure of their own
sexuality."
Zobert Marcum

Letters
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Campus Happenings

Reader berates confusing issue
To the editor:
1 would like to comment on articles written by Gaylon Vickers
and Sharon Twarek. October 25,
1976.
Gaylon Vicker's article dealing
with rule changes in the World
Series gives a lot of misstated
information.
The first flub was that dealing
with the designated hitter rule.
Tis series was the first exception
to the rule that has been against
the DH being used.
Next year the story will .be
different because the pitcher will
be allowed to bat in the series in
alternate years.
I don't know where Gaylon was
during game two of the World
Series, but it sure didn't sound
like it was watching the game,
stating it had been a long time
since Gaylon had seen a complete game pitched.
Well for the record books.
Catfish Hunter will go down in
history as pitching a complete
game and losing in game two. I
guess that when one doesn't
follow the game avidly enough
they are bound to make mistakes.
Catfish pitched 8 and twothirds innings which in terms of
the winning team; if they hare
the home team, scores a run with
no outs or one or two, it is still
considered a complete game.
I do agree on one point made
that the radio color man did tend
to compare boxing and baseball.
But *o comment that the color
man knew almost nothing about
baseball was way off base.
Bill White, the color man.
spent 13 years (1956-69) playing
1st base on a regular basis for
the Cardinals. Giants, and Phillies. Therefore, the color man
probably knows quite a bit more
than Gaylon docs about baseball.
As for Sharon Twarek. her
comments were also common to
those made by people whe are
not associated with baseball the
year round.
Her opening comment that
"Even the Yankees ground crew
who watered down home plate
and first snd t'-ird base couldn't
dampen Uie strength of the BIG
RED MACHINE."
The grsmd crews always waters down tht dirt around the
bases. If Sharon iiad watched the
ground crew in Cincinnati before
the games, they did the very
same thing.
Af. for Billy Martin, he was not
ejected for his SOB comments,
but his actions.
As a manager or player, you
can yell anything you want at the
umpire, as long as the comment
is not a direct comment at the
umpire. eg-"That call was a
SOB" it is perfectly alright.
But if it had been said "You're
a SOB" then he has a quick trip
to the showers.
What Martin did was th.ow a
few bails on the field at Umpire
Bill Deegan. he was immediately
thumbed.
The Reds are the / « National
League team to accomplish the
back-to-back title feat since 192122. not just the first team as was
stated, since the Oakland A's
had 3 straight titles for the

American league 1972-74.
Sharon Twarek did a much
better job in her research than
Gaylon Vickers did.But when you
report sports news, its like the
final score, only those who win
count, not the ones who are
close.
Jeff Valentine
Orad student <S Writer for
Sports Collectors Digest &
Sports Collectors News
To the editor:
The Ohio utility companies
have admitted that passage of
issue 4 would lower the gas and
electricity bills for 85-95 percent
of residential users, and that the
lost revenue would be made up
by charging higher rates primarily to the big corporate users.
Thus, there would be no effect
on the income received by the
utility. So why are they opposing
issue 4 so strongly, and spending
our money to do it?
One reason they oppose it is
because of the strong political
and economic pressures exerted
by large corporations that supply
the equipment and fuel (coal or
uranium) to the utilities.
It is these corporations that
would be involved, for example,
in the construction of, and/or
supply of fuel to. nuclear installations.
Another reason they oppose it
is because issue 4 encourages
energy conservation, and that is
something that utilities have never really encouraged.
What about the employment
issue: Would higher utility bills
for industry in general cost workers their jobs? No. this is a myth.
Utility costs represent a small
portion of corporate costs, typically from less than 1 percent to
about 2-3 percent. So an increase
in utility bills has only a very
small impace on overall costs,
and hence on the level and
production and employment.
It would seem then that the
businesses involved are determined to have us subsidize the
gas and electricity they use by
keeping our rates higher, often
as much as twice as high as
theirs.
Voting YES on issue 4. 5. 6.
and 7 is voting in our own
interests. VOTE YES on issue 4
to reduce our residential rates;
VOTE YES on issue 5 to create a
consumer
advocate
agency;
vote yea on issue 6 for safe
nuclear energy; VOTE YES on
issue 7 to have a more effective
process for making voiccs heard.
Laurel Paster
To th& editor:
The October 16 Dayton Journal-Hearld featured an article on
the candidates tor State Representative from the 63rd District
in Greene county, James Zehner
(D) and Glen McCIernon (R>
In that article. Zehner questioned whether or not McCIernon
would be committed and able to
devote himself full-time to the
job because of McClernon's ownership of two businesses.
McClernon's reply was. "If
they wanted to make it {state
legislator) a full-time job. they
would have to raise the pay."

Inasmuch as the pay for state
legislator is $17,500 of the taxpayers' money. I should say
McCIernon. if elected, would
shortchange his constituency by
a large measure in terms of
service and committment.
McClernon's retirement pay as
a former general in the Air Force
is well over $20,000. His business interests obviously increase
that amount substantially.
It is no wonder that McCIernon
considers $17,500 part-time pay.
However. 1 doubt that most of his
constituency, whose median income is around $15,000. would
agree that he owes them less
than a full-time effort, for their
herd-earned tax money drawn
from their full-time pay.
Were the military, of whom
McCIernon is so fond, to adopt is
perspective, anyone earning less
than $17,500 a year should be
defending our country only parttime. That sum of money is twice
the amount in pay and benefits
that I received for 18 months of
service in Vietnam working 16-20
hours a day.
McClernon's own record of
participation in his current position as Mayor of Fairborn has
also been part-time in demonstration of his committment to
part-time service.
Glenn McCIernon attended no
meetings of the Miami Valley
Regional Planning Commission,
of which he is a member, in
1975. The commission plays an

monday. november I
inter-varsity christian fellowship—12 noon-I pm. 112 fawcett. bible
study in ephesians.
society for advancement of management—1
special election.

pm. 347a allyn.

tuesday, november 2
veterans educational organization—3:30 pm. 045 university center,
everyone welcome.
campus bibk fellowship—5:30 pm, 155b university center, bible
stuf'y and discussion.
Wednesday, november J
campus bible fellowship—12 ncon-l pm. 321 allyn. bible study and
discussion.
baptist student union—2-3 pm. 124 millett. greg davis and timothy
johnson (wsu seniors) will teach.
inter-varsity christian fellowship—2:15-3:10 pm, 240 fawcett bible
study on spirit-filled christian.
women's action ccOeective—2 pm. 118 millet, open to women
interested in planning campus events of interest to women.
accounting club—2:15 pm. 345a allyn. john wise, accounting
manager of dp&l. contrast of external and internal auditing, all
welcome, snacks served.
intergral part in area develop- the city of Fairborn only 15.7
ment projects, evidently net a percent of the meetings. This is
subject of concern to the man not a good record of either manwho claims to represent business agement or representation.
Mr Zehner. on the other hand,
and community interests.
In addition. McCIernon was had pledged to make the job of
also a member of the MVPRC legislator a position of full-time
Executive committee ar,d the participation, if elected.
If Zehner is elected the taxOperations committee in 1975
and attenf.td only 4 out of 38 payers of Greene county will get
meetings (10.5 percent); his sub- wh»t they pay for. a full-time
stitute only 2 of them (5.2 representative. Consider the alDennis Ceehan
percent); and representatives of temative.

90 minute market

concert schedule

Group

Date

Place

Price

Norman Blake

October 28

Univ cf Dayton Fieldhouse

$3

Leon Redbone

October 29. 30 Bogart's Cafe. Cinciniiati

Doobic Brothers and Firefall

October 31

Riverfront Coliseum

$S.50, $6.50

Wright State Gym

$6. $6.50

Billy Cobhan anl George Dukr

November 2

Taft Theatre. Cincinnati

$5.50. $6.50

Neil Sedaka

November 3

Hara Arena

$6. $7

Shawn Phillips

November 4

Victory Theatre

$5. $6

Hall and Oates

November 5

Vet Mem Stadium. Columbus

$5.50. $6.50

Nancy Wilson

November 6

Taft Theatre, Cincinnati

$6.50. $7.50

Ted Nugent

November 7

St Johns. Columbus

$5.50

Jerry Lee Lewis

November 7

Cincinnati Gardens

$4. $5. $6

B B King

November 9

Vet Mem Stadium. Columbus

$5.50. $6.50

Herbie Hancock

November 11

Music Hall. Cincinnati

$6.50, S7.50

Gordon Lightfoot

November 12

Univ of Cincinnati Fieldhouse

$6.50

Phoebe Snow-

November 14

Music Hall. Cincinnati

$5, $6, $7

Judy Collins

November 14

Memorial Hall, Dayton

$6.50

Donald Byrd and the Blackbirds October 31

Natalie Cole

November 14

Univ of Dayton Arena

$6, $0.50, $7.50

Muddy Waters

November 19

Bogarts Cafe, Cincinnati

$4.50, $5.5C

Seals and Crofts

November 20

Hara Arena

$5.50, $6.50

Roy Ayers

November 20

Esquire Club, Cincinnati

$6. $6.50

Livingston Taylor

November 21

Victory Theatre

Kansas

November 28

Hara Arena

$5.50, $6.50

Geno Vanetli

December 1

Music Hall, Cincinnati

14, $5. $6

—
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AH Exhibit
Dayton Society of Painters
and Sculptors will present
"Burns-Jackson Past, Oregon
Present, and Other Work" the
month of November from 1 to
5pm at its gallery.
Freatured will be the work
of Betty Werner and guest
artist Richard Gerst.ier, which
will include paintings, collages and photo silkscreens.
The society is located at 48
High street, Dayton.
Falrborn Playhouse
The Miracle Worker will be
presented at Fairborn Playhouse November 5. 6, 12. 13.
19 and 20 at 8:30 pm.
For reservations, call 8781651.
Honors lectarea
on "The Political System of
China
Dr Byron Wengs' honor
class will host two special
speakers this quarter. Tuesday. November 2 Professor
Martin Whyte from the Sociology department of the University of Michigan will talk
on "The Politics of Small
Groups".
Dr George Wu. political scientist for the University of
Illinois, will discuss "Leadership in Peking" on November
9.
The public is invited to
these lectures, which will be
held at 12:45 pm in 125
Millett.
Computer Meeting
Dayton
Micro-Computer
association (DMA) is holding an
open house Saturday. November 6 from 12 noon to 6 pm at
the Dayton Museum of Natural
History. Members will demonstrate home systems and some
suppliers will be present.
In addition, new members
will be accepted. Persons of any
age are eligible to join.
PE Change.
Due to the cancellation of
some classes in the PE building. some open recreation
times have been added to the
existing schedule. Basketball
will be available on Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday from
9:30 to 11:30 am in the
auxiliary gym.
Handball-racquet ball
will
be offered on Monday. Wednesday and Friday from 11:30
am to 12:30 pm. The main
gym will have indoor tennis
Tuesday and Thursday from
from 11:30 am to 2:30 pm.

p.

„
Placement Recrulte.-s

Signups begin Monday.
November
8—Metropolitan
Life insurance, sales positions: Ohio State University
Graduate Business programs:
Electronic Data systems corporation; Tuesday. November
9—Belden Corporation management and industrial engineering positions; Airway Fashions. store management positions; Wednesday November
10—Rike's Department store,
assistant buyer trainee positions; Miami valley hospital.
RNs; Thursday. November
11—NASA-Lewis
Research
center, engineers; Friday,
November 12—Doctor's hospital.
Only people registered with
the office are eligible for these
interviews. To register, go to
the Department of Career
Planning and Placement, 134
Oelman.
Mlsa Ohio Pageant
Applications are now being
accepted for the Miss Ohio
Pageant to be held in Steubenville from February 9 through
February 13. The pageant is an
official Miss USA-Miss Universe contest.
There is no talent requirement, and all judging is done
on the basis of poise, personality, and beauty of the face
and figure.
Applicants must be between
the ages of 18 and 28. never
married and a resident V Ohio
for at least six months, allowing
dorm students to compete.
All interested women must
write to Miss Ohio Pageant
Headquarters. 124 MaherSt. St
Clairsville, Ohio 43950 by November 21. Letters must include
a recent photo, a brief biography and phone number.
Japanese Film Series
Dayton Art Institute will
present a Japanese film scries
from October 16 through Novemiicr 5. The scries is available at subscription rates of
SS for members of DAI and
students at $6 for the general
public.
Individual tickets may be
purchased in advance of or on
the night of screening through
the DAI reception desk.
All films are from the post
World War II period and arc
full length features. Craig
Sublcr. organizer will make
introductory remarks at each
screening. Audience discussion may follows.

Start work immediately!!!
A typist position Is now open for a work study student who can
type at least 50 words a minute. Applicants must also have free
time en Wedne«l.,. and Fridays. The Jypls! m u k ,
able to work
a 10 hour week <l $2.45 an hour. Apply at (he Guardian office. 046
C " " ' between IP am and 12 noon, and 3 and 5 pa
weekdays and ask for l a a n Goldberg. Campus extension 2505.

Levy Support
The Board of Directors or the
Greater Dayton Area League of
Women Voters has voted to
endorse the Green Levy on the
ballot of November 2.
Tho levy is a renewal tax for
maintaining the necessary requirements of the community
mental health and retardation
programs at a rate not exceeding 1.34 mils for 10 years,
whic would begin the first half
collection in January 1978.
Lost Items
The .."curity and Parking
services have reported the following items found: plastic
tray, photography items, cosmetic. Please call by 241 Allyn
hall to identity.

Heura

Chinese Exhibition
A major exhibition. Studies
in Connoisseurs/tip: Chinese
Paintings from the Arthur M
Sackler collection will open at
the Dayton Art Institute October 24 and continue til November 21.
Paintings and calligraphy
by 24 artists active in China
from the 14th to tSie 20th
centuries will be featured.
Musi ym galleries arc open
to the public, free of charge,
from 12 noon to 5 pm Tuesday
through Friday and Sunday.
Hours on Saturday ate from 9
am to 5 pm. DAI is closed
Mondays.
Menu Changes
Max and Erma's has expand
ed its menu to include ga/pacho
soup and quichc-of-the-weck.
In addition. Erma's back-tonature salad features a bowl of
fresh spinach, mushrooms, artichokes. avocados, cheese, and
various other granishments.
Max's Munchics has also
been added to the cuisine,
which is an array of specialty
items including guacamolc, camembert chessc balls fried in
beer batter, mushroom au gra
tin and whole artichokes vinaigictte.
offering light gourmet salad
entrees and complements are
also underway.
Religion Lecture
Dr Herbert Neve of Wright
State's Religion department
will deliver the next lecture in
the Liberal Arts Lcciure scries. Neve will speak on "Politics and Religion in East
Africa" from 1 to 2 pm in 221
Millett hall November 4.
Chamber Series
Program III of Wright State's
Chamber Music series will
highlight the music of the 18th
century Saturday. November 6
in the Concert hall of the
Creative Arts center at 8 pm.
A baroque string ensemble
will perform works of Croelli,
Vivaldi. Handel, and Tclemann!
The ensemble will be composed
of WSU music faculty and
members of the Dayton Philharmonic.
Admission is free to the
puMic.

NCO Job Fair
Non-commissioned Officers
association will hold a job fair
at Fairborn's Holiday Inn November 12 from 8 am to 5 pm.
Employers from ail over the
country will be on hand to tak
to veterans concerning employment.
Typewriter Bid
Purchasing is offering 68
clectric and eight manual surplus typewriters to the highest
bidders. Any member of the
University community may
bid on the typewriters. Bid
forms may be obtained in
Central Stores, 044 Allyn hall
between October 21 and November 5.
Bids must be returned by
November 8.
The typewriters have received preventative and corrective inairtcnsr.ce during
use at Wright State. Maintenance records will be available
after the bid opening.

Park Activities
Open House will be held at
Cox Arbortcum Friday and Satuiday November 5 and 6 from
10 am to 4 pm.
Carriage Hill farm will be the
scene of a "Verterinary Skills
Workshop" on Saturday. November 13 at 10 am. Registration
is required, which can be made
by calling 879-0461.
Both activities arc sponsored
by Dayton-Montgomery county
Park district.
Collins Concert
Foifc singer Judy Collins will
perform :\n entire evening of
music at Northern Kentucky
University's Regents hall Friday. November 12 at 8 pm.
For ticket price andinformation. contact the NKU Student
Activities office at 292-5146.
Plccement Workshops
Career Planning and Placement department will offer several free workshops designed
to help persons find a job.
Tuesday. November 9. "Resume and Letter Writing" will
be held from 10 to 11 am and 4
to S pm in I55C of the University Center.
"Resume and Letter Writing" will also be offered the following day. November 10, from
10 to II am and 5 to 6 pm in
043 University Center.
"Job Hunting and Interviewing" will be offered Ncv-mber
9 at 11 am and again at 5 pm in
I55C University Center. It will
be held the following day from
11 am to 12 noon and from 6 to
7 ptn in 043 University Center.

Issues Handbook
Ohio League of Women
Voters has made available the
"Guide to State Issues" free
of charge at the Greater Day
ton Area League office, 120
West Second street in Dayton.
The guide contains the official ballot wording on each of
the seven issues, and an
explanation of each, aid a list
of the arguments for and
against individual issues.

Accounting Club Meeting
John Wise of Dayton Power
and Light will address the
Accounting club on aspect, 0f
internal auditing Wednesday,
November 3 at 2:15 pm in 345
Allyn.
Plans for their Christmas
pwty will also be discussed.

Scandinavian Seminar
Scandinavian seminar is accepting applications for its
study abroad program in Den
mark, Finland, Norway, or
Sweden for the academic year
1977-78.
An initial ihree weeks language course, followed by a
family stay will be available as
the
student
attends
a
"People's college" or another
specialized institution.
The fee. covering tuition,
room, board, one-way group
transportation from New York
and all course connected travels in Scandinavia is $3,800.
A limited number of scholarship loans are available.
For further informaiion
write Scandinavian Seminar.
100 East 85th street. New
York, NY 10028.

High School Night
The Music department will
host its annual high school
"Evening for Strings" concert
Thursday. November 4 at 8 pm.
The concert, held in the
concert hall of the Creative Arts
center, will feature a combined
orchestra composed of students
from seven area high schools.
Admission is free to the
public.

Power! 1ft Club
Wright State's Powcrlift club
has invited allinterested men
and women to join them in their
"new approsvh to sound health" at their nex; meeting.
November 3 at 2 pm in the
weight room of the Physical
Education building.
Scaplno!
Scapinof. an adaption of the
Molicrc play, will be the second
theatre production for tht 197677 theatre season, which will
open November 11 and run
through November 20
Tickets will be $3 or S2 for
students and senior citizens.
General ticket sales begin November I.
For ticket information, call
873-2500.
Marx Colloquim
University Honors program
and Student Honors association
are sponsoring a colloquium
entitled The Challenges of Karl
Marx to the 21st Century on
Wednesday, November 3 from
10 am to 12:30 pm in the
Presidential Dining room (155
ABC) of the University Center.
Five students will read papers, while Dr Robert Thobabcn. associate professor of political sciences, moderates.
Those attending may stav for
the entire presentation or stay
for only one or two papers.
Coffee will be served.
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WSU senior wins 'Playgirl' writing scholarship
BY DAVID MCELROY
Guardian Staff Write'
Joyce Hegcnbarth. a senior
majoring in English, won Playgirl's Scholarship and Internship
writing contest with her winning
entry, "Raindancc", which appeared in the September '76
issue of that magazine.
Hegcnbarth explained. "1 was
working for the Jimmy Carter
campaign this spring, and we
had been at a Jimmy Carter
breakfast in Cincinnati. S5id we
wanted to see ourselves on TV".
She and her brother were
waiting breathlessly to view their
brief exposure on the tube, when
the photcC rang. She told her
brother to hang up. He told her
she had better come to the
phone, which she did. to find
Playgirl on the line.
"It blew me away." an exuberant Joyce proclaimed, "and I
couldn't write for awhile."
Hegcnbarth, a former Nexus
assistant editor, won a six-weekpaid internship at Playgirl's offices. plus a S500 cash prize.

Unfortunately, her stay in the
Los Angeles offices of Playgirl
was cut short, "it would have
been a nice experience, but 1 had
bronchitis, laryngitis, and a sinus
infection, and had to come
home," she remarked disappointedly.
About htr abbreviated visit,
she commented, "I do not recommend LA to anybody. It is
not my favorite city. You can
blow it up."
But her trip did have it's good
points. "The people at Playgirl
were just fantastic," she noted of
her time with the staff.
"I just got my first fan letter
from a guy in Reyriso, California." said the writer, experiencing some early reverberations
from being a published author.
"Dr (William) Baker and Dr
(Gary) Paccrnick have both been
enormously helpful to me."
Joyce said in gratitude for the

'Blue Max9
Release
Blue Max, one of the longstanding, more prominent Dayton bands, has just released a 45
rpm record. The band played at
Wright State in 1974 at the
University Center board-sponsored Harry Chapin concert.
Side one is a satire on Southern Ohio society, called Cincinnati. Set to a country rhythm, it's
a " f u n " song, both lyrically and
instrumcntally.
Side two is a Blue Max original
called Lovin' Woman. The song
is a soft rocker with an extremely
complicated musical score.
Copies of the single arc available throughout the Dayton area.

assistance she received along the
paper-strewn path that led to her
contest win. "Dr Baker got me
into this contest I won, and he
deserves a lot of credit for that."
Hegcnbarth plans to write a
novel based on the characters in
"Raindance" for her master's
thesis next year. She has already
written a chapter, but does not
know where
wi!l be placed in
the book.
The aspiring young woman has
also been published in Who's
IVAo in Poetry in American
Colleges and Universities fei her
work entitled After Lightning.
I've just written my first short
story since Raindance called
Bamhi Pies," she announced.
Commenting on the stature of
the woik, she emphasized, "It is
not a children .' story."
Another piece. Where do You
Belong in the Jungle? was
printed in New Writers shortly

plasma attance
165 E Helena Street
phone .'24-1973

Stuf Enveolpes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339ft
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mrss. 92110

air of suspense and mystery to
her v riting.
Hegenbarth said, "I don't
think you can be a good fiction
writer and a good journalist at
thi. same time. 1 expect to get my
PhD in English because I would
like to teach, as well as write."

UNITED STATES READING LAB
' T h e Speed R e a d i n g Specialist'
offers

FREE LECTURES
United States Reading Lab will offer a 4 week
course in speed reading to a limited number of
qualified people in Wright State.

evening per week for 4 short weeks you can read 7
to 10 times faster, concentrate better and comprehend more.

This recently developed method of instruction is the
most innovative and effective program available in
the United States.

If you arc a student who woulo' like to make A's
instead of B's or C's or if you are business person
who wants to stay abreast of todiy's everchanging
accelerating world then this course is an absolute
necessity.

Not only does this famous course reduce your time
in the classroom to just one class per week for 4
short weeks but it also includes an advanced speed
reading course on cassette so that you can continue
to improve for the rest of your life. In just 4 weeks
the average student should be reading 4-5 times
faster. In a few months some students are reading
20-30 times faster attaining speeds that approach
6.000 words pet minute. IN rare instances speeds
of up to 13.000 wpm have been documented.
$72—$100 per month.
Open daily Mon. thru Sat.
plus 4 evenings.

before that publication's demise.
Hegcnbarth prefers to write
first person fiction "in the tradition of J D Salinger." She
commented. "My inclination is
to dramatize things as much as
possible, noi 'clling you the facts
t-ntil the end." which gives and

Or average student should lead 7-10 t.'mcs faster
upon completion cf tiie course with marked
improvement in comprehension and concentration.
For those who would like additional information,
a scries of free, one hour orientation lecture* have
been scheduled. At these free lectures the course
*111 be explained In complete detail, Including
classroom procedures, instruction methods, class
schedule and a special 1 time only Introductory
tuition that Is less than One-Half The Cost of
similar courses. You must attend any of the
meetings for Information about Wright State
classes.
These orientations arc open to the public, above
age 14. (Persons under 18 should be accompanied
by a parent if possible).
If you have always wanted to be a speed reader but
found the cost prohibitive or the course too time
consuming... now you can! Just by attending 1

These special one-hour lectures will be held at the
following times:
ihurs Oct 28 at 6:30 pm and again at 8:30 pm
Fri Oct 29 at 6:30 pm and again at 8:30 pm
Sat Oct 30 at 9:00 am and again at 11:00 am
Mon Nov I at 6:30 pm and again at 8:30 pm
Tuen Nov 2 at 6:30 pm and again at 8:30 pin
Ihurs Nov 4 at 6:30 pr.i and again at 8:30 pm
Fri Nov 5 at 6:30 pm and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held at the Beavercreek
Church of the Nazarene. 1850 North Fairfield Rd.
If you arc a businessman, student, housewife, or
executive this coursf. which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You can
read 7-10 times faster, comprehend more, concentrate better, and remember longer. Students arc
offered an additional discount. This course can be
taught to industry or civic groups at "Group Rates"
upon request. B<; sure to attend whichever free
orientation that fits best in your schedule,

r

PBS expresses new voice about Americans
BY ROBERT MAR CUM
Guardian Speical Writer
On Thursday, October 28, PBS
channels 14 and 16 telecast Thj
War Widow, by Harvey Perr. It
was the second show of Visions,
a 13-week series of original
teleplays by young, relatively
unknown writers.
Conceived as a kind of "offBroadway television", the series
intends to feature 13 different
writers, each expressing "a new
voice about the American experience."

These programs arc designed
to challenge the current mediocrity of TV and prove that there
is enough who care to watch.
The series' first production
was Two Brothers, written by
Conrad Bromberg and starring
Judd Hirsch. Tiic contemporary
story of a man trying to cope with
his brothel's mental illness, it
was a sensitive, well-acted drama
that proved Hirsch is a much
beter actor than Dtfvecrhio
would lead one to believe.
The War Widow, starring
Pamela Bellwood and Frances

Lee McKane. was a superb
example of television's potential.
Set in World War 1. it was
about Amy, a young woman
whose husband is away at the
froni. She spends her days living
with her mother, doing needlepoint and playing the piano.
On a trip to New York she
meets Jenny, a young woman
photographer, and they become
friends. Amy helps her with her
work, and gradually realizes that
they have fallen in love.
Following a period of indecision and anguish, they move in

together and Amy abandons her
closed world for of one life.
The show was notable not only
for the sensitive treatment of the
subject, but also for the outstanding direction and camerawork.
It was also the only program I
ever remember ? »ing that had
no men in the cast, except foi the
voice-over of the husband at war
as Amy reads his letters.
Visions promises to be 13 of
television's best 90 minutes. If I

were a bit more idealistic, I
would wonder why commercial
television doesn't often have programs approaching this quality.
But I know better. Oh well, at
least there's Mary Hart man.
Next Thursday. November 4 at
9 pm Visions will present £7
Corrido. by Luis Valdez. I have
no idea what it's about, but on
the basis of the first two shows 1
recommend it without reservation.

White House conference discusses priorities
R
V KATHLEEN
U A T U I L'L'V rCHARNOCK
iliDMAri'
BY

Guardian Newt Editor
"Priorities" were discussed at
the County Representatives for
the White House conference on
Handicapped Individuals on Friday at Wright State.
Nine counties were represented at the conference, with as
many as twelve delegates from

each reporting.
Michael McCombs of Montgomery County suggested that
legislation allowing for rebates or
lax adjustments would aid those
members of society who are
physically or mentally disadvantaged.
Representative Joanne Lehman reported thai research in
Darke County reveals ihat speech

.

therapists arc urgently needed in
all Darke County public schools.
"Easier accessability" for the
handicapped was a common concern voiced by the delegates.
Tom Strapp. a spokesman for
Champaign County, charged that
all public buildings in Urbana,
the county seat, are difficult, if
not impossible for many handicapped individuals.

....

.

.

Wheel chair ramps, and electrically operated doors are required to facilitate free entry to
public facilities.
McCombs said that the handicapped segment of society needs
"consumer advocates." He suggested that "better use of media
(television, radio) would increase
the effectiveness" of county task
forces.
Pat Marx, Volunteer District
Leader, announced that University Regional Broadcasting Company will produce a one-hour.

live television show which will
include a presentation of five
critical issues which were to be
determined by the county representatives.
Discussion of the various recommendations and a telephone
participation format is also planned.
A state conference in December will further clarify priorities
and help to define issues which
will be taken to the national
conference in Washington in
May.

WSU students have
large selection
Open recreaiion is also an
allcrnative lo the "weekend
blues". Activities such as swimOn any given weekend an ming. raquctball, weightlifting,
"average" Wright Stater has a and basketball an all ope* to
WSl' students.
large selection of activities from
The Physical Education dewhich to choose.
The Department of Theatre partment also sponsors basketball
games, which are held on
Arts offers an average of two Sunday
afternoon. for the
stage productions per quarter. alumni.
Scheduled productions for this
For the music enthusiast, the
quarter are The Birthday Party, a
Department of Music sponsors
suspense-filled mystery with a
approximately 25 concerts and
dash of comedy, and Scapino. a
recitals each quarter. Concerts
comedy with the area of the Bay
and recitals arc given by one of
of Naples as its selling.
Ihe following groups—University
If the theatre does not fit you chamber
singers.
Univeristy
lifestyle, then a Irip to the chorus. University symphonyPhvsicd
Education
building band. University concert band.
might. Throughout the year University jazz ensemble. Uniinter-collegiate sports events are versity brass choir, Univeristyheld on an average of at least communitv svmphonv orchestra,
once every weekend.
(continued on page II)
BY LOU WOEHL
Guardian Staff Writer

ve
got hordes
of Levi's
Cords!
Levi's for Gals and Guys.
Have your choice! Levi's cords in the best
fall colors and styles. County Seat has
hordes of'em Waists from 25 inches or
Levi's for Cals junior sizes 5 13. if we can't
fit you in cords, nobody can.

ail
Indian
Imports

For the Levi'% lira that's most c o m p l e t e . . .

J
lil
X
•*"
DAYTON MALL (upper level, near Cinema Hj

belly dancer belts
water pipes
brass & silver items
and more!

I«cr«ed in the lower level of the UntversKv Center
" *n»-4p» Moo Krl

Noveabcr 1, lfTft GCAUMAN *

Jazz format offers looseness, energy, vitality
BY MARTY KKNLON
Guardian Feature Writer
STANLEY CLARKE—SCHOOL
DAYS (Nemperor NE 439)
These days, so-called "roc*"
music has ballooned into such a
lucrative industry that sometimes
the market seen;* glutted «"ith
oh-so-many faceless groups playing oh-so-much-the-same music.
This is MI m say, however,
that rock has Anally run its
courie and become stagnant musical form. Rather, it appears to
have but slowed down a bit and
lost some momentum due to
commercial impositions and overexploitation. You might call it
glct-rut.
As a matter of fact, the form
has become so much a part of
American life, it seems absurd.
V> nen groovy little electric
"pop" tunes wind up in anything
from Winde* commercials to
Army training films, there must
be found some way out. for at
least a smal while.
Recently, many people previously unaware have found much
needed refuge and solace within
the world of Jazz.
Jazz music has been around so
much longer than rock, and goes
in so very different a direction,
there can be little comparison.
Those looking into jazz as an
alternative find it rich in a wealth
of both history and material.
Best of all. the jazz format
offets a looseness, energy and
vitality which seems to be lacking
in large areas of recent popular
rock.
One of the more modern jazz
groups to benefit from this
broadening of interest has been
Return To Forever. In its present
form the band is composed of the
distinctive individual talents of
Chick Corea on keyboards, A1 Di
Meola, lead guitar. Lenny White
on drums and Stanley Clarke,
bass.

In the last 2-3 years this band
has enjoyed great success while
continuing to refine, expand and
explore its musical philosophies.
Apart from the fine collective
group efforts of this band, each
member has put out at least one
or more solo albums.
School
Days
is
Stanley
Clarke's third solo effort outside
of RTF. and as on his previous
LP's, he loos;ly gathers his
accompaniment from a vast strata of modern jazz personalities.
Such luminaries as Billy Cobham, George Duke and John
McLaughlin appear here as well
as everybody's ever-dependable
drummer, Steve Gadd, veteran of
close to a million or so various
jazz studio sessions and albums.
The gist of this album is
electric/electronic heavy instrumental jazz which at certain odd.
isolated moments might be confused with the sound on cither
two of English guitarist Jeff
Beck's last two albums.
It is the New Jazz (as opposed
to more classical forms), complete with synthesizers, done up
in a hotter, tighter, funkier fashion than on Clarke's other
discs. But the form is still freer
and more open than much of any
current rock.
Side one, beginning with the
title cut, School Days, opens with
a heavy, steady clectric bass and
drum rhythm. After a short
while, the song literally explodes
with some high-pitch, high-powered synthesizer lead, courtesy of
David Sancious.
Clarke really picks forcefully at
his bass, providing a strong
foundation upon which the various scattered improvisations can
gather and build. This does not
mean, though, that Clarke merely pushes it all along.
There are distinct improvs
within the bass line, yielding an
effectively irregular feel, and
more often than once he steps

All in all, School Days is a very
number, complete with strings
out to display a thunderous, wellwell-assembled modern jazz bag
and horns, and cooks along with
executed solo.
with
something for almost everyQuiet Afternoon is an easy- a minor "disco" beat. Every
one. It is not. however, indicative
other instrument is decidedly
moving melodic mood piece
electric and the music rises to a by any means of ail jaza. or even
which evokes a real sense of
heavy bass and string crescendo. all modern jazz.
peace. The main force comes
Much of the music here is of
As usual, Clarke's unique
from Clarke playing on piano and
plucking sounds punctuate the the RTF school, for obvious
bass against a subtle, crying
reasons,
rfiit he LP can serve u
song
*
<
>
give
it
some
of
that
"getsynthesizer.
a great primer for those interestdancin"' flavor.
All three Instruments are feaLife It Just A Gam' featuring ed in moving towards (if you'll
tured in short solos which make
up the main body of the wor<4. As
George Duke on keyboards and pardon the trite analogy) greener
Billy Cobha-n on drums, is by far musical pastures.
ever, Steve Gadd's drumming
For that mater, any RTF album
adds the finishing touches to a
the wildest, jazziest cut on the
beautiful instrumental.
LP. Strings and horns are also can serve in such a capacity. The
The Dancer starts with a drivpresent, and the music moves point it...check it out. Explore.
ing. primitive drum and bass
from high-er.ergy, to moody/mel- ,
beat which has the delightful
low. to full orchestration to bass
effect of making one's limbs get
solo and back again, as well as
Orative Fibrr-i
up and dance of their own volianywhere in-between without
from Around .hr Wori-i
tion The opening is simple ar.d
any set pattern or steady beat.
powerful, and from there on in.
The emphasis is on full blown,
all hell slowly erupts.
out-and-out electric jazz, and
Again, synthesizers counter
works exceedingly well. The tathe basic beat, but after a brief
lents of Duke and Cobham (now
solo, they move into a complehaving formed their own band)
mentary melody in order to build
are particularly noticeable, and
toward a real, cooking jam with
add a great deal of texture to the
the lead guitar of Raymond
sound.
Gomez.
The music darts about, conPlants, Pottery, Macrame,
tinuously splintering, and re-assembling un'il it reaches a maxiJewelry, Mine Gifts
mum energy peak, and then just
as purposefully turns and progresses to a well-done fadcout.
This song, perhaps, is the choicest boogie number on the LP.
Side two features firs; off.
Mo»* i a t 11 -9pm
1612 Hullman Ave
Clarke and McLaughlin on a
Taes 11-7 pm
at SmlthvUle Rd
floating. ai>7 acoustic number
Sun 12-6 pm
256-2989
entitled Desert Song. Backed up
solely by a mellow conga beat.
McLaughlin plays a clear acoustic lead to Clarke's plucking of
the bass fiddle.
The two arrange their playing
from crisp, harmonic melody to
the sputtering, frantic licks for
which the former is notorious. It
ends on a somber note as Clarke
finishes by playing his bass with
a bow. rendering some downright mournful tones.
Hot Fun is a slick production

r

EARTH WORKS

Security officer Howard returns
(continued from page J)
warranted. Subsequently, an
order of removal was drifted.
Judith Neiman. director of personnel. was the appealing authority and signed 'he order of
removal on August 24. Blair said.
Howard's reinstatement evolved from information received
from John Wilkins. University
representative
for AFSCME
(American Federation of State.
Capitol and Municipal Employees) and night circulation supervisor at the University library,
said Blair.
Blair said Wilkins told Personnel charges had been dismissed
by the courts against Howard
and his bond returned. Personnel

therefore contacted Security who
in turn verified the information
with the Clerk of Courts.
Upon verification personnel
called the Attorney General s
Office in Columbus and the
details of the case were explained.
Blair pointed out that if Howard had not been re-instated,
he would have had 'he opportunity to appeal to the State Personnel Board of Review. In that
event the Attorney General
would have represented WSU at
the hearing.
Blair stated that a representative speaking for the Attorney
General told Personnel that "his
legal opinion, due to the fact

SILVER ZYZZX
1142 f Dorothy l o n e

PICTURE STONE JEWELRY
Ti.

C M , MMter <J fleari
to'-"*" **"" '

charges had been dismissed was
that we had no grounds for
removal."
Blair concluded. "We agreed
and Howard was re-instatcd with
back pay on October 20." Howard returned to work on October 25.
Carl Sims, assistant director
for security, said the incident
was a "Personnel matter" and
the Security department only
"makes .ecc.mmendations" in
the cases.

\

THE
HEAD
SHED

1 minute North of
1-70 on Rt 235 in
Park Layne P".aza

Guya & G a b
Super Haircutters

All Services
Including Shampoo
by A p p o i n t m e n t

849-1727

4. .Snlda[ tSPioji
where you choose the gowns
you wish to try on
Select the Gowns for your whole Bridal
Party and get free Alterations for Al!

256-9718
5526 Hurkhardt Avenue
(Corner of Spouting - by Kroger)
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Ministry serves WSU
BY SHARON TWAREK
Guardian Stiff Writer
Wtight State's Ministry center
I «c ecumenical facility serving
as a base for the Campus
Ministry.
B-jilt by the Catholic Archdiocese, the cente* is also called the
Newman center. It is open as a
place to stop in to relax and enjoy
interesting conversation and
quiet.
In addition, the center maintains a borrowing library, collections of periodicals and articles
on religious and social topics,
and extensive files of organizations and involvements that may
interest people.
Campus Ministry location Is
ia the wooded area just across
the parking lot from Allyn hall.
Sponsoring churches of the
center are the American Baptist
church. Church of the Brethren.
Disciples of Christ, Episcopal

church, Roman Catholic church.
United Church of Christ, United
Methodist
and
United
Presbyterian.
The Campus Ministry team at
WSU consists of Brother Giar
Carlo Bonutti. SM: Cnthy
Olds-McCrabb. Father Michael
Reaume. SM. and Reverend Carl
Synan.
The goals of the center enable
growth of the Christian community amound Wright State Ur>.:*ersity people, to provide resources
for human and spiritual growth
for individuals tn the total community. and to develop a regional
ecumenical campus ministry
responding to the rweds of
people involved in higher education in the Miami valley.
AH the facets of life are
reflected <n the spectrum of a
Campus Ministry day. They are
not just words but conditions of
people who are alive, searching
for answers, looking for guid-

ance. direction, meaning, and
much more.
McCrabb said. "Campus Ministry is here for the sutdents and
their needs. I'm interested in the
inter-personal relationships of
students as opposed to structuring them into a denominational
form. I would also encourage

Stwtma* crnsrr
those interested to join up for the
alternative lunch program on
Tuesdays fiom 11:30 to 1:15."
The address for the center is
Wright State Campus Ministry
center. 3640 Colonel Glenn Highway. Fairbom. Ohio 45324.
phone 426-1836.

Over200years in the making.
No wonder
it tastes so good.

Basketball
organizes
BY SHARON TWABEK
G«*rffaa> Staff W r t m
Pat Davkx, first year coach of
the Wright State women's basketball team has exiled an organizational meeting for full-time
undergraduate women interested
in playing for the Raiders.
The meeting will be November
J, Wednesday, at 4 pm in room
166 of the Physical Educational
building.
Practice season will begin
November 15 and the season
opened is scheduled for January
8. 1977.
Those teams scheduled to compile are University of Cincinnati.
University of Dayton, Cleveland
State. Miami. Ohio University.
Cedarville.
Wittenberg.
Wilmington College to set up the
regular season games. There are
nine home games scheduled.
Students need only an ID for
admission.
After the season there will be a
tournsment at Miami of Ohio in
Oxford.
Tuesday, November 2. the
Ohio Valley League Tournament
for volleyball wiil open in the
main gym beginning at S pm at
WSU.
There will be eight teams in
competition for the volleyball
matches and the tournament will
be single elimination.
There is a $1 admission except
for students.
Thursday the final home match
will be played by the women's
volleyball learn.
There will also be a post
season tournament on November
12 and 13 al OU with Ohio State.
Cleveland State and other highly
ranked teams statew ide. The top
three winners will go to a regional tournament in Chicago.

CIGARETTES
$.1.50 PFR CARTON

Family b r e w e r s for m o r e t h a n 2 0 0 years.
THE STIOH BREWERY COMFANY. DETROIT, MICHIGAN $ 1976

Buy direc: from a wholesaler
We have ail American brands
No extra charge for Kiug's,
ICO's or fiiters
All we require u a minimum
order for 3 cartons - These
can all be of the same brand
or combination of brands
ordering
as specific aa
can abou quantity, t-rand,
sire and ncloae a rtieck
money oraer (sorry, no

SOUTHERN TOBACCO
391 Aragon Avenue
Coral Gables. Florida 33134

Nownbet |.1976 CyAWHAN U

Elenore Koch, innovator for Wright State
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Staff Writer
If you have any good ideas for
improvements
for
students
around campus, you might try
talking to Elenore Koch, associate provost for academic services.
She was the originator ol
Handicapped Student services,
student mailboxes, the yfllow
suggestion boxes, and N x y
other projects. Presently, sfce is
working on J new scheduling
format for students which will
come out in spring quarter.
Koch began her steps toward a
career at New Jersey collcgc and
then transferred to Ohio State to
completer her bachelor's degree.
"I did my graduate work at
Miami university." Koch conti-

nued.
"Then 1 taught in various
public schools and at Miami
University." Koch said. She was
a faculty member ' i the College
of Education.
She left to become a counselor
in Cincinnati and in 1%6. came
to Dayton as a counselor at
Bcavcrcrcck High School.
"In 1967, I was hired as the
first student service person." she
recalled. "I've seen student services develop from one to several
hundred."
She continued. "1 was a counselor and 1 developed Counseling
services. 1 started Handicapped
Student services and 1 wrote the
proposal and got funding for
rehabilitation education."
Koch later held the positions of
director of Testing, assistant in

the vice-president for Student
Services, executive director for
Student Academic services and
finally assoc ate provost.
She
r.'cntcd that "titles
mean littli to me. as I've
clungcd au many times."
As associate provost, her responsibilities include Admissions. Career Planning and
Placement. Counseling. Co-op
e. <tive Education. Financial Aid.
Registrar. Student Data base.
Testing. Veteran's Affairs, and
Women's Career Development
center. She is responsible to
vicc-presidcn: Andrew Spiegel.
"These are academic support
services." explained Ko>-h. "I
get to review ail the departments
and sec how they could be
managed better or more cost-elSometimes Koch sees students

who have problems in these
departments. "They feel tile
policy is not working or not
flexible enough or they aren't
getting the service they want,"
Koch said.
But Koch's real talents lie in
creating. "I love to do ssrvething
new and develop new things."
she commented.

'I like to take an idea and
make it cost-effective and to the
student's gain." she continued.
"I always try to see what I can do
beiter." ,
Koch added. "Some universities don't like change: but
that's what's excitinrj about
Wright State, the University
wants it."

•rstljtr Srpnrt
Chance of showers tonight through Tuesday. Low in mid 30s
tonight and upper 30s to low 40s Tuesday. High in low to mid 50s
Monday *nd Tuesday.

right State sidewalks do not roll up on Fridays
ntinued from page 8)
r the varsity band.
The Department of Music typcally holds a recital every Wedesday. while one of the Univcrity's music groups performs on
he weekend.
Various workshops arc often
eld at WSU on the weekends. A

few master's degree courses are
also held on Saturdays, in the
crea of business. Some University groups and organizations
(mostly fraternities and sororities) also meet on the weekends
in the Univcristy Center.
Univeristy Center board sponsors movies almost every Friday

and Saturday night during the
quarter.
Besides sponsoring
movies. UCB also sponsors special events including Pay One
Price night, a hayridc on Achilles
hill, a dinner theatre, and concerts such as this quarter's Donald Byrd and the Black Byrds
show.

Contrary to popular belief, the
sidewalks af WSU do not roll up
at 5 pm Friday afternoons, nor
docs Security barri.ade the entrances to the campus on the
weekends WSy thrives with life.

Ml & Sun

Med care free at health center
BY MYKLE WILLIAMSON
Guardian Staff Writer
While the cost of medical care
intinues its upward spiral, the
' 'ght State Health center is
"ill treating just about everything from sniffles to minor
mrgical needs, often for free.
"We do routine student health
iroblems," said Dr John Gillen.
ai associate professor of family
practice at the School of Mediane and director of the center.
Gilien noted that the center is
"prepared to meet emergencies
such as heart attacks, and we do
mnor surgery."
He added that the center,
which is located in 06? Allyn hall,
dso has the facilities to perform
a number of laboratory and
dagnostic tests.
The Health center is staffed by
ive physicians, one full-time and
inc part-time registered nurse, a
secretary, and numerous partlime student aides.
The University and the Student
Activity fee are responsible for
imding the center. Physicians
Irors are 9-11:30 and 1-4 Mon<fav through Thursday and 9-12

ABORTION
INFORMATION
SERVICE
CLINIC
Your A r e a
ASSISTING 1 -24 W E E K
PREGNANCIES
T E R M I N A T E D BY LICENSED
PHYSICIANS.
IMMEDIATE A R R A N G E M E N T S
WILL BE MADE WITH N O
HASSLE

call toil tree

i -800-362-1205

in Friday. The nurses, htmcvjW;
i e there from 8:30 until 5.
"The examinations arc free
and much of our lab work is dote
ty the state. 95 percent of the4ii«igs we do are free." Gi!l|S*"
Sated.
he continued ihat there
*>mc tests the state will not pay
Sir and are therefore, sent to a
frivate company. However, the
®sts arc minimal.
The Center is also very careful
•l contacting the pcrsor il physuans of the patients treated.
"We attempt to cooperate with
personal physicians of students
m continuing care.'' he noted.
The medication given by the
G-ntcr is free also. However,
sncc the clinic is free, they rely

Weekday*
7:0(1

Isavily on the free samples given
ait by the parmaceutical compinies.
"We give starter doses (one
day supply), but for everything
ctsc, v-c give a prescription."
Gillen also stated that the Stuttnt Health center is planning to
hive more screening programs
0fe they had last year.
"Last year we had numerous
•L-reening programs in relation to
<udcnt health care and we hope
t> continue it this year. Plans will
IT announced in the future. The
Ivper-tension study that was
dine last year, was published in
anational health journal." Gillen
icmarkcd.
"We encourage students to
IBC our facility." added Gillen.

8:40
10:20

w

G E M CITY
SAViNGS
FAIRBORN
2 4 0 £ D a y l o n Y e l l o w Springs R d

HOME OFFICE

6 North Mam Street. Oaytcn

IKK HHSTOfl ait* Mcmrno
Maav u i u n H U M —

pregnancy is a wonderful thing to share
fitii someone you love . . .
ul ii doesn'l always work that way.
Expert Repair-Foreign and domeslc cars
Work Guaranteed One Year

can help you explore all your options.

BOB South Central Ave
Fairborn. Ohio
PlKine 870 0991

223-3446
free pregnancy tests

pelvic exams

There IS a difference!!!
MCA T
• GMAT

• CPAT

• LSAT
.VAT

•DAT

.GRE

.OCAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• IECFMG
.FLEX

Flexible Programs and Hours
Over 38 yeais of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly updated Centers
oper, days and weekends all year Complete tape facilities for review
jot class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make up; for
missed lessons at our centers.
n

Columbus branch:
1690 Northwest 3lvd
Colu mbus Ohio 43212
(614)486-9646
Call Toll Free (outside

i-rt

t t S I PMPtMTION
SPECIALISTS SINCe !92>

N.Y. Stale) 800 - 221-9840
For
I Affiliated Centers in Major U. S Citii

BMW

•2 GUARDIAN Novewber 1, l&*

classifiedadsclassifiedadsclassifiedadsclassified
f«e Hale
STEREO COMPONENTS 20
percent to 40 percent off list
price, all major brands available atid guaranteed! Call
Perry at 252-S034 in the evenings.
RCA 19" portable B&W television set with stand, excellent condition $40.00. phone
Paul at 226-2769. 8-5 pm Mf.
10-28
FOR SAI.E: 1973 Chevrolet
Impala station wagon. Radio,
airconditioning. steel belted
radials. siren alarm system
Plan now for your Christmas
vacation trip to Mexico City,
.lust climb in and the car
knows the way. Or Marvin
Scigcr. Ext 2106 or 1-3729739. 10-28-4
FOR SALE: men's wilson soft
ball glove. Excellent conditon
$20 or best offer. Reply mailbox K300. 10-28

WANTED: grad student to
share apt in wooded area near
WSU. Contact: 233-7998 alter
6 pm or box L576. 10-28
ROOM WITH private bath &
kitchen priviledges available
to responsible woman in exchange for 10 hrs/wk child
supervision (9 4 II yr oldsi.
Call Lois Ex 24! or 298-3132
alter 5:30. 11-1-1

NEED 8AM ride to WSU from
main st-Turncr rd area. Place
serious replies in mailbox H591. 10-28
LARRY MOBLEY- The o'angc
greek chokers and bracelets
you ordered have come in. We
couldn't reach you a: thephone number you gave. You
can pick thetn up at the
Hollow Tree between 11:00
4:00. Mon-Fri. 10 28

1967 NOVA SS 67,000 miles.
327-350 hp, 4 speed. $800
with motor. $500 without.

WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS
needed as crew to set up and
•car down for UC'B events.
Contact Glen at UCB office
cxt 2700. 10-28

MOVlNG-must sell beautiful
couch—cheap. Inquire H433
Allyn Hall mailbox. 11 -1

Driving Instructor*. Parttimc.
-.nust ha\c 5 ye. rs driving experience. valid operitors license. neat appearance. Call
222-2861.

FOR SALE: Echo 10-specd
bicycle with foot straps and
lock. $140 value. Asking $100
or best offer. Leave message
in mailbox A48. 11-1

BABYSHTER: needed for two
good-natured boys. ..venvngs
mostly weekends. Phone 8~87619 after 5 pm. 10-21-3

Must sen. 233-6034. 11-1

TURNER J M + 3 CB Power
Microphone. Excellent cond.
New battery. $30. Contact
mailbox N352. 11-1
'68 MFRCl'RY Montclairgood condition. ~5000 mi $875
includes snow tires, power
brakes, power steering, call
252-8002 afte- 5 ;im 10-21-3
FOR SALE: 1956 Buick Super.
Runs: needs some work. Asking S250. Reply 06S9 or call
Tom. 433-7884 after 8:30 pm.
11-1
FOR SALE, new cassette suitable for dictation plus 2 cassettes $20. Phone 429-3646
and ask for Dave after 5 pm.
11-1
1976 CONN split back 12strin; guitar. Retail $400 sell
for S325. Serious calls only
please. Call after 6 pm at
879-3436. 11-1
VOLKSWAGON van with
hydraulic lift, custom built to
transport wheel chair person.
Phone 277-6969. 11-1
LEATHER CHAiR. off white,
good condition. $25. 1 cassette tape recorder with mic
practically new. Webear. $25.
11-1

SINGLE WORKING mature
male desires small suburban
house, north. Please contact
Bruce 879-4470. 10-28

ADDRKSSL.KSU anted Immediately! Work at home-no
experience necessary -excel
lent pay. Write American Service. 6V50 Wayzata Blvd.
Suite !32 Minneapolis, Mn
55426.
MODEL WANTED for Play
boy Mimonta Photo Cntest.
professionally trained photographer will provide high quality entry, split $5000 first
prize. call for interview 8361617
10-25-3
NEEDED TWO PERSONS to
share a 4-bedroom bi-level
home off Harshman road approx !75 including utilities,
want to move Nov 1. Contact
Sue ext 2061 or 277-7117
evenings. 11-1

Rooms

VOLUNTEERS to help elect
former Wright Stale student
John Imherr who is running
lor Greene County Recorder.
Call 429-0230 after 6. 10-28
ANYONE GOT any "Beatle"
Albums that they would like
to sell? I am willing to pay up
to 5 dollars for each one.
Would like to inspect before 1
purchase the album(s). Anyone interested leave note ir.
Allyn mailbox A313. 10-28
WANTED: Photogenic girl
with good figure. 18 yrs or
older, for modeling in coniue:flion with Playboy centerfold contest. Legitimate offer;
for more info. ;-«ll 879-4362
alter 5 pm 11-1

STUDENTS! Prevent crime on
campus and in your home.
Register your valuables with
the police. Come to dorm
lobby Oct 26-27-28. 6 to 9 pm.
Nov 1 and 3. 3-7 pm and Nov
2 and 4. 6 to 9 pm and
register your valuables! SPC
141. 10-28
STOP A THIEJ- belorc ye gets
your goods! Register your
valuables with the police
Come to dorm lobby Oct
26-27-28, 6 to 9 pm. Nov 1 and
3. 3 to 7 pm and Nov 2 and 4,
6 to 9 pm. Open to all students! SPC 141 10-28
CONGRATULATIONS to The
Kappa-wicncrschnit/cls..' the
new girls intramural touch
football champions of 1976-77.
Hats off to the future Dayton
Phillies... Captain Mindy McNutt. Sue Domine. Shelley
Donnallv, Sherry Lancse. Terry Miller. Cindy, Monnin,
Diane Scarcella. Kathv S;rider. Jan Williams. Janet Sellrcicr. Sherry Klitch, Lisa
Lutz. Teresa Vargo. Deb Cleland. and Cathy Grobmeier.
Way to go Kappa Delta Chi!
>.0-28
CLARENCE CLEMONS of
WSU will run a revival Nov
12-14th at the Apostolic Faith
Church located at 262 S Conover. Dayton. Everyone is cordially invited to attend. The
services begin 7:30 nightly,
featuring Wright State gospel
choir. 11-1

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CINDY
from the other 2 musketeers.
10-25

FREE KITTENS gray. part
Persian. Wc have 4 of these
very friendly kittens. They
make gre»t pets. Please call
Melissa at 263-4272. 11-1

PH1 V 1 ' "
t sis-Shellv. I'm
h»,
iu in Phi Mu.
Congratulations on pledging
I/>ve, your heart sis in Phi
Mu, Nelda. 10-25

NOPODY LOWERS taxes!!
Nobodv' is perfect!! Nobody
for President!! Campaign rally. costume party, candlelite
march, free music, free marijuana. Sunday. Oct 31. Halloween 5 pin. Columbus. Ohio.
Goodale Park. Call 'he Revolutionary 3 Stooges-Yippie-in
Columbus—(614)
267-2821.
299-0190. Write: 1160 W
Blake. Col OH 43201. 11-1

Congratulations to all the new
pledges of sororities and fraternities. Welcome to the
greek system. I'toor The Sisters of Phi Mu.
PROXI-LOCKS, Happy 3rd
Anniversary, Love always.
Cupcake. 11 -1

WANTED: deer antlers. Any
snapc or size. Call 854-2444 or
878-7784. I l l
LOST KEYS (4) on approx 10
inch chain in UC area since
10-19. I NEED THEM BACK.
Coritae-t me through A279 or
Dorm 2*8-A 10-25
1 NEED A RIDE from US 42
south motel Xcnia to WSU
every day. 1 help with gas. If
yo" ran help please call 3724152. ask for Mamcsh (Mike)
or mailbox S349. 10-25

TO MY HONEY-BUN: Thank
you tor three years of love. I
hope we have many more! Remember. you're still (he one !
Boo-Boo Bear. 10-28
TO THF. WEEDS: No wonder
vnu guys can't get a girl, your
head is in a cloud of smoke.
Come out and be sociable. Get
your minds off yourselves. A
friend. 10-28

INTERMEDIATE tennis partner wanted to play once or
twice a week. Warning!!!!
have read Dr Rene Richard's
book "Tennis without Balls"
Reply mailbox B334 and dsys
and times available. 10-25
DAVE F. Sorry to hear abeiut
the ripoff. We mi«scd you
while you were missing. Evc-rvxhing is OK. Your good
buddy. The Blue Fox. 10-25

HAPPY OUARTER of a century birthday my Scorpion
friend. 1 love yeiu old man.
From your nineteen years
young Aquarian. 11 -1-1

TO THE KAPPA pledge class
of Alpha XI Delta: We're
number one! XI love. Al
Fu/zie. Il l
LINDA. I think we've found a
dark closet!! It's big enough
for the three of us and your
snow shoes! And it's dark
enough so we can wear your
glow b the dark nail polish.
Your Friends: in other words.
J and L. in other words H and
W. in other words-US. 11-1

TO A VERY SEXY SCORPIO:
you're like a tootsie roll: you
taste good and last a long
time, sign me a pcrputally
aroused Aquarius. 10-25

JOHN, happy anniversary October 3, Thanks for the putty
roses! I love you!! Love.
Cindy 11-1

TO MINDY: You're the greatest "big sis" any wien could
have! Thanx again for all yoor
help, you crazy kappa. Love.
Turk ("little sis"). 10-28

DEAR HARV. thanks for
plugging SAE on 10/27. You
arc also invited. Signed.
YOUR
LOCAL SUBVER
SIVES. 11-1
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